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David design is moving their production and logistics from 
Skillingaryd to Ulricehamn to meet the ongoing growth and 
streamline. They move in with their owners Götesson’s in 
Rönnåsen’s industrial area and the daily operations are woven 
together with Götesson’s existing production. 

The operation’s move to Ulricehamn is planned for April 
2021 and the entire existing staff with their valuable skills will 
follow. Production is currently spread over three premises in 
Skillingaryd and needs to be centralized to meet the ongoing 
growth and have the space needed to streamline processes. 
Götessons expanded its head office and warehouse in 2019 
and is now reorganizing their operations to integrate David 
design the processes in a smooth and smart way.

Now David design inbound and outbound deliveries will be 
included in the same flow as Götesson’s and more time will 
be available for cutting, sewing and upholstering by David 
design´s knowledgeable employees.

“David design has long sought a good logistics solution when 
our premises in Skillingaryd have become too small and the 
move to Ulricehamn means that we get the large capacity 
increase we need for the future. At the same time, it provides 
greater flexibility in the group and the development that we must 
achieve together.” - Håkan Nilsson, CEO of David design.

”The move of David design’s production unit enables continued 
growth and continued high level of delivery precision and quality 
that our customers expect from a premium brand. At the same 
time, we welcome our employees from Skillingaryd who will not 
only get new fantastic colleagues but also take part in the long 
experience and competence that exists at Rönnåsen today.” - 
Emil Johansson, CEO anf MD of Götessons.

About David design
Since 1988, David design has been a leading Swedish 
manufacturer of furniture, lighting and accessories. Through 
collaborations with some of the world’s most successful 
designers, David design has a prominent role in design with 
the world as a field of work. David design is among other 
things represented in the most respectable part of Salone del 
Mobile Milan, Project S. All furniture is manufactured with care 
in Sweden and focuses on sustainability, flexibility and honest 
production. Own clothing factory and production is located 
in Ulricehamn Västra Götland and showrooms are located in 
Stockholm, Helsingborg and Gothenburg. Many David design 
furniture today are classics and are sold at auction houses 
around the world.

Contact
For more information, please contact 
CEO Håkan Nilsson hakan@daviddesign.se | +46 707 20 29 49

About Götessons:
Götessons Industri AB, founded in 1984 by Ola Götesson, 
develops and produces products with a high level of 
functionality, design and innovation for an ergonomic and 
comfortable work environment. End customers mainly include 
the groups offices, conference environments and hotels. 
Götesson’s products are sold through sales unions, primarily in 
Europe. The group also includes the subsidiary AM Acoustics 
i Falkenberg AB, active in the manufacture of environmentally 
friendly acoustic products for both school and preschool 
environments, architects and music studios.

Contact
For more information, please contact CEO anf MD 
Emil Johansson emil@gotessons.se | +46 321 68 77 22

 


